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Thousands of medical workers nationwide rushing to aid Shanghai
COVID-19 Response

Shanghai, China, 04.04.2022, 17:41 Time

Global Times - By Xinhua Published: Apr 04, 2022 08:04 AM

Around 10,000 medical workers from several regions across China have arrived in Shanghai in recent days to help the fight against
COVID-19 as the city has seen surging infections, local health authorities said Sunday.

On Sunday, thousands of medics from regions including Tianjin and the provinces of Hubei, Jiangxi and Shandong arrived in the
megacity with a population of 25 million by 10 high-speed trains.

"All 30 members of our team volunteered for the work, with many once taking part in the epidemic fight in Hubei," said Hao Shu'an,
head of a medical team from Jinnan District of Tianjin.

Some medical teams are already working in makeshift hospitals and are ready to receive mild cases and asymptomatic carriers,
according to the Shanghai Municipal Health Commission.

Over 650 medics from Anhui Province are working with a local medical team at a makeshift hospital in Chongming District that offers
over 2,700 beds. The hospital was scheduled to receive the first group of 1,300 mild cases and asymptomatic carriers on Sunday
night.

With stronger virus detection means, more adequate personnel and equipment, and increasingly pragmatic and dynamic control
measures, can Shanghai fight against the more concealed COVID variant Omicron and emerge more resilient from the early dark
hours in Wuhan?

Medical experts believe the latest outbreak in Shanghai is larger in scale than in Wuhan in early 2020 but less severe and with less
direct losses given increased knowledge in the virus and accumulated experience in mobilizing resources and improved diagnosis
capacity and more dynamic and targeted treatment methods.

So far in Shanghai, there has not yet emerged a single severe case, not even a fatality, which was regarded as one of the most
obvious successes in comparison with the outbreak in Wuhan which recorded 3,869 COVID-19 deaths as of mid-April 2020.
~Source: https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202204/1257504.shtml
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